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Program Philosophy2

Statement of Purpose
Discovery Schoolhouse provides full and part day, year-round, educational childcare to
children two-years-nine-months through Kindergarten, as well as some after school care for
children seven through nine3.  The program uses an interactive, child-centered,
developmentally appropriate approach which assumes that children learn through active
participation and discovery4.   The curriculum emphasizes child-initiated activities, problem
solving, fostering independence, social skills, respecting cultural diversity, creativity, and
individuality.

At Discovery Schoolhouse each child is respected as an individual and given maximum
support for learning and development.  The curriculum is designed to nurture the
development of the whole child, addressing cognitive, intellectual, social, emotional, ethical,
and physical needs.

The curriculum and classrooms at Discovery Schoolhouse are designed so that children
have a wide variety of appropriate activities available to them.  Teachers are active
facilitators of children’s learning, constantly adjusting the curriculum to meet the needs and
interests of each child.  Teachers act as guides, helping children make choices, work out and
discuss conflicts with their friends, answering and asking questions, modeling appropriate
behavior, and monitoring children’s progress.

At Discovery Schoolhouse children learn basic skills in all areas through hands-on, real-life
experiences, exploration and discovery.  They learn about numbers, letters, colors, and
how the world works as they build with unit blocks, read stories with a teacher, paint pictures
at the easel, and take field trips to the local hardware store, post office, and library, and go
on nature walks through the woods. Children enjoy days filled with fun, challenge, caring,
active learning, and discovery.  Each day children experience success, and build confidence
and self-esteem.  In this
way they develop a
sense of independence,
respons ib i l i t y ,  and
respect for other people.

Discovery Schoolhouse
has an inclusive admission
policy and of course does
not discriminate in
providing services to
children and their families
on the basis of race, color,
religion, gender, national
origin, cultural heritage, or
disability5; nor the marital
status, political beliefs, or
sexual orientation of their
parents.6 Everyone’s unique!
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Real Tools
A basic philosophy of the school is that children learn best
about the real world by using genuine materials and
equipment whenever possible.  Toy tools, make-believe
ovens, and plastic shovels simply do not function as they
should, and the child who uses only a plastic hammer at a
pretend workbench only learns that hammers do not work,
cannot hurt your finger, and do not need to be used

carefully.  Therefore at
Discovery Schoolhouse children
use real tools and equipment
whenever possible, such as
metal shovels, rakes, trowels,
and hoes for gardening; real
kitchen utensils such as potato
peelers, apple corers, food
mills, and metal tableware for cooking; and real carpentry tools
such as hammers, saws, drills, screwdrivers, and files for
woodworking.  Of course, children are always carefully
supervised, and teachers work with children so that they can
learn the proper and safe handling of appropriate tools and
materials.

Developmentally Appropriate Practices (DAP)
We believe that teachers’ practices with young children should
always be Developmentally Appropriate.  What does this mean?
Simply put, Developmentally Appropriate Practices (or “DAP")
are those practices which take into consideration the unique stage of
development, level of understanding, level of physical ability, and
emotional maturity of each individual child.  Teachers who
understand DAP understand that children generally progress, grow,
and develop according to a fairly predictable pattern (although at
different ages), and that activities and expectations should be
guided by that understanding.
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• Children develop predictably and individually
DAP takes into account the developmental needs of each
individual child. Although children usually learn to crawl
before they can walk, and walk before they can run, it is
quite normal that different children learn these skills at
different ages. What might be appropriate for one child
might be inappropriate for another.  That’s why we value
giving children many opportunities to make choices, and
why we have designed the classrooms to be inviting,
comfortable, and full of interesting and educational
materials.  That’s also why we try to design activities which
are “open-ended” and can be approached at a variety of
levels.  Most children are naturally interested in activities
which challenge them appropriately, and when a child is
engaged in a challenging activity, the child is learning.  When a teacher tries to get a group of
children to participate in a very limited kind of activity, it is inevitable that some of the children
will be bored and uninterested, some will be interested and challenged, and some will be
lost. By always having a variety of choices available, children can naturally find appropriate
materials and activities.  Of course, all children need some guidance and direction (and some
children more than others!).  The teachers at Discovery Schoolhouse are knowledgeable
about children’s development and get to know each child as an individual, so that they can
always be ready to encourage the child along.

• Play is work!
DAP values play because play is the work of young children and it is through play that they
learn best.  Through play children work out their theories, relationships, and ideas; through
play children explore the world and people around them; and through play children practice
and gain an understanding of their abilities and skills.  The teacher’s role is to help the child
expand and extend their play through asking questions and making comments, and to
facilitate their play by providing appropriate materials and activities.  Play is the work of
childhood.

• Young children are learning everything!
Young children at Discovery Schoolhouse are learning just about everything! Our curriculum
is not limited to the “three R’s.”  Children are learning how to be friends, how to be reliable
and self-sufficient, how to communicate effectively and respectfully, how to help others, how
to respect boundaries, how to get along in a group, how to play and work independently,
how to take care of their own things, how to take turns, how to regulate and handle their
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emotions, and how to care for others.  They are learning to
run, climb, jump, zipper, hold a pencil, write, build with
blocks, tie shoes, button pants, pour juice, build a sturdy
Lego™ tower, and squeeze out just enough glue.  They
are learning to sing the ABC’s and to recognize printed
letters, count objects, and recognize printed numerals.
They are starting to recognize some words and letter
sounds, beginning to read, and learning to count up to and
past 20.  They are figuring out why four people can’t sit in
three chairs, where to put their jacket, that a chicken is a bird
(and that we eat chickens), how to wash their hands, how
not to fall down on the ice, why a jacket might be a good
idea on a cold day, that it’s nice to hold hands only if the
other person wants to also, that dinosaurs aren’t alive
anymore (but alligators are), birds have feathers, and that
dogs, foxes, and wolves are related, and how to use the
bathroom, a hammer, a paintbrush, and just about
everything else!  Young children are learning everything
about everything, and they are most importantly learning
about themselves.

• Young children are learning to be people!
We want young children to learn many interesting facts
about the world they live in; we want them to learn to read and to count; and we want them
to know their colors; but what we really concentrate on are their social and emotional skills,
because that is what they are really in the process of developing. We want children to be
strong in themselves so that they can learn all the other stuff as soon as they are ready.  W e
will teach your child many facts, and all the basics that go along with reading, writing, and
counting, but our emphasis is on their social and emotional wellbeing and development.
Young children are learning how to be people. After that they can learn anything!

The child who is eager to learn,
feels good about himself, is happy
and secure, feels comfortable in
his surroundings, feels competent
and confident in his approach to
the world, and can communicate
his needs, will learn everything
else when he is ready.
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Accreditation
For many years Discovery Schoolhouse was accredited by the National Academy of Early
Childhood Programs, a division of the National Association for the Education of Young
Children (NAEYC). At the present time (November 2007) we are not accredited, however
we remain committed to the re-accreditation process and are pursuing re-accreditation.
NAEYC accreditation is a rigorous, voluntary process by which early childhood programs
demonstrate that they meet national standards of excellence.  This recognition has been
achieved by only about 7% of early childhood programs nationwide.

As part of the process of seeking accreditation we will
undergo an intensive self-study, and collected
information from parents, teachers, administrators, and
pe classroom observations.  We will also have an on-
site visit conducted by an early childhood professional
specially trained by NAEYC to validate the self-study
results.  The results of this process will then
independently reviewed by a team of national experts
who make the decision on granting or deferring
accreditation.  The heart of NAEYC accreditation
focuses on the child’s experience, although the
process carefully considers all aspects of the program
including health and safety, staffing, staff qualifications,
and the physical environment.  The greatest emphasis
is on the children’s relationships with staff and how the
program helps each child grow and learn intellectually,
physically, socially, and emotionally.

NAEYC is the nations oldest and largest organization
of early childhood professionals, and is dedicated to
the improvement of quality early childhood education.
By choosing to attain NAEYC accreditation, Discovery
Schoolhouse reaffirms its commitment to excellence for
young children and their families.  Look for the NAEYC
torch at any program to which you might send your
child!

For more information about accreditation contact the National
Academy of Early Childhood Programs, a division of the
National Association for the Education of Young Children, 1509
16-th Street, N. W., Washington, DC 20036-1426.  Phone
(202) 232-8777 or (800) 424-2460, Fax (202) 328-1846.






